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As a small business owner, you’re responsible for the security 
of lots of data. Customer purchase and contact data, employee 
personal identification data, and business secrets that set you 
apart from your competition are all critical to your success.

Between the threat of lawsuits over exposed 
personal information and revenue loss due to 
lost patents or preempted product launches, 
data security directly impacts your bottom line. 

And while you trust your employees, many 
breaches happen because employees unknow-
ingly misuse data or expose it to outside actors 
who take advantage of its availability. Working 
with contractors poses another layer of threat, 
as those workers are often given as much 
access as full-time employees, but they feel 
less loyal to the company. 

According to IBM, the total cost of a data 
breach averaged $3.86 million in 2018, an 
increase of more than 6 percent over 2017. 
And Verizon found 58 percent of data breaches 
happen at small businesses. Large and enter-
prise businesses may have the big dollar data 
caches, but they also have the funds to pay 
for entire departments devoted to cyberse-
curity. Small businesses, with their restricted 
resources and limited awareness of the threats 
are at a greater risk of being targeted by cyber-
criminals. Even more upsetting, 60 percent of 
small businesses hit by a cyberattack will go 
out of business within six months of the attack.
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What are security protocols?

Security protocols are the safeguards your company enacts to ensure company secrets remain 
secret. Defined broadly, a protocol is a set of rules. In computing, protocols detail how data is 
exchanged between systems. In business, security protocols are the software and behavioral rules 
that guide how employees handle and access data. 

To truly safeguard your data, your company 
should have a healthy mix of data use rules and 
digital security measures in place. While encryp-
tion, password protection, and expensive security 
software can secure your company’s data in 
the digital realm, these tools are no match for 
employee actions that put secrets at risk. While 
many companies invest heavily in digital security 
protocols like data encryption, they often forget about the rules and guidelines that guide how 
employees access data—rules that, when followed correctly and consistently, are just as effective 
at securing data.

Remember when that 27 year-old engineer lost the then-unreleased iPhone 4 by leaving it at a bar 
in 2010? And how the iPhone was examined and leaked to the world by Gizmodo? While the leak 
generated a lot of buzz for the phone’s new look and improved hardware, it also exposed close-
ly-guarded company secrets to the world—secrets that Apple would have announced with great 
fanfare at their yearly meeting, where they controlled the narrative. 

Your company (probably) isn’t Apple, but your employees are probably carrying around customer 
and company secrets that could be devastating if exposed to the wrong people. A lost laptop, 
a mobile device without a password, a misplaced customer file, or a careless word between 
coworkers at happy hour could be devastating. 

These risks are too big to ignore. Establish these must-have security protocols for your 
company.

quote-left

quote-right

While encryption, password protec-
tion, and expensive security software 
can secure your company’s data in 
the digital realm, these tools are no 
match for employee actions that put 
secrets at risk.
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What is it?
SSL stands for Secure Socket Layer, and it confirms that your site 
uses a secure protocol to protect transmitted data. While many people 
still use the commonly-understood acronym SSL to talk about secure 
websites, the latest and safest protocol your computer should be using 
is Transport Layer Security (TLS). TLS protocols come standard with 
most modern SSL certificates, despite the acronym confusion. Websites 
with an SSL certificate have a URL structure that begins with HTTPS, 
while unsecure URLs begin with HTTP. 

You may have heard about SSL Certificates and TLS protocols as they 
relate to Search Engine Optimization (SEO). Google officially began 
using site security as a ranking factor and started marking all websites 
without an SSL certificate with a not secure message in July of 2018. 
So, while an SSL Certificate is key to ensuring the data passed between 
your website and your customers is secure, it’s also a signal that can 
affect your ranking on the Google search results page.

SSL certif icate
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How does it protect your data? 
The SSL certificate is used in the TLS handshake protocol. 
The handshake happens when your website and the computer 
accessing it negotiate the algorithms they’ll use to encrypt and 
decrypt the data they pass back and forth. If your website is 
missing the certificate, or one of the computers fails part of 
the TLS handshake, the connection is automatically severed 
because it’s not secure. When both sides agree on the terms 
of the data exchange, a connection is made, and encrypted 
data passed between the computers cannot be read or under-
stood by intruding computers. SSL certificates and TLS proto-
cols are a must-have for any website that transmits customer 
purchase information, like addresses and financial informa-
tion, across the web.

Do This: 
It’s likely that your hosting provider offers SSL certificates with 
your website hosting plan, so check there first. Your hosting 
provider will often manage the installation of the certificate 
if you purchase from them. Or, look to a respected Certificate 
Authority (CA) to purchase one, such as:

• Symantec
• Comodo
• VeriSign
• GoDaddy
• Digicert

Once you purchase the certificate, install it, verify it’s working 
with an SSL checker, then start building redirects on your web-
site. Redirects ensure that when users visit your site from links 
located on other sites, they access the new, secure HTTPS site 
rather than the older version. Finally, make sure that search 
engines know you’ve updated your website’s security protocols 
by submitting a new sitemap to Google.

A brief note on 
encryption:
Encryption is just as exciting as it 

sounds—computers rewrite informa-

tion into a unique code before passing 

it to its destination, where another 

computer with the key can decode 

it. This only works if both computers 

have the right key.

Encryption works to keep most infor-

mation safe because secure com-

puters generate a new key for every 

session. Any intruding computers are 

unable to decode the information with-

out that unique key. Because there are 

an unlimited number of unique keys, 

intruding computers cannot guess the 

key, which keeps your data safe in the 

encrypted, unusable form.
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What is it?
While SSL certificates can provide encryption after accessing a site, cybercriminals can still 
access your employee’s computers if they are connected to an unsecured internet network. To 
combat this, use a VPN to make an encrypted tunnel within a public network. 

By using a VPN, you can hide data from prying eyes when accessing the internet in public places 
like the library, a coffee shop, or on any other unsecured network. An unsecure network is one 
you don’t need a password to access. Some people think that VPNs could provide a level of 
net neutrality, as they can even keep search histories and site logs secret from internet service 
providers (ISPs). 

How does it protect your data? 
A VPN works in two ways:
1. It encrypts data you transmit across the VPN, concealing things like credit card numbers, 

business secrets, and customer information you might send via email or by accessing sensi-
tive company apps.

2. It cloaks your IP address under that of the VPN provider. This keeps your physical location 
and your internet search history a secret from cybercriminals who try to intercept data during 
your session. 

Do This: 
Purchase a VPN from a trusted provider, train your team on how to use it, and use it any time you 
access company software via an unsecure or unknown internet connection. While it’s tempting 
to use a free VPN, you’re better off choosing a provider that doesn’t create logs of your search 
history. Remember, if you’re not paying for the product, your data is the product. 

These are some of the best VPNs available:
• NordVPN
• ExpressVPN
• IPVanish
• Hotspot Shield
• CyberGhost VPN

Virtual private network (VPN)
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What is it?
MFA and its popular subset, two-factor authentication (2FA), are ways 
of securing access to password-protected sites by asking for unique 
pieces of identification from the user. Users can only access the pass-
word-protected information or application 
if they possess all of the requested infor-
mation. It’s important to note that 2FA is 
more vulnerable to attack because it takes 
fewer checks to access the information. 
One hacker was able to change a password 
in the middle of the authentication process 
and bypass the secondary authentication for 
several high-use accounts.

Multi-factor authentication is commonplace for highly sensitive apps 
for online banking, credit cards, and other financial applications. These 
may ask the user to answer a security question like “What’s the name 
of your hometown” or “What was the name of your first pet” in addition 
to a password. The user should provide an answer that is easy for them 
to remember but difficult for a casual hacker to find. Other business 
apps may send a unique code or use an authenticator app to generate a 
unique time-sensitive number called a Time-based One-time Password 
Algorithm (TOTP) for the user to enter. 

Multifactor authentication (MFA)

quote-left

quote-right

Two-factor authentication 
is more vulnerable to attack 
bcause it takes fewer checks to 
access the information
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How does it protect your data? 
MFA and 2FA add an extra layer of security to sensitive apps 
by requiring more than one password. This significantly cuts 
down on the likelihood that a stranger could force entry into 
your account by guessing the password through random 
password generation or even with access to a list of customer 
names and passwords. MFA should be used in conjunction 
with other security protocols like VPN, however, as it only 
guards the login stage of app use, and could be susceptible 
to phishing or man-in-the-middle attacks where another user 
intercepts your data after you access the app.

Do This: 
Most software as a service (SaaS) providers have MFA or 2FA 
options you can configure in the app’s settings. Some will 
allow administrators to activate MFA for the entire company 
instance from within the admin settings, while other apps re-
quire each user to turn it on for their individual account. Con-
tact your software company’s support to get more information 
on their MFA and 2FA options. 

A brief note on 

encr

Pro Tip: 
Phishing attacks are the root cause 

of many data breaches where 

employees hand over secure data 

via email or messages that look 

like they come from individuals 

inside the company. Your company 

can also enact behavioral security 

protocols that act as a form of MFA 

for software and data not covered 

by MFA. For example, IT can secure 

against phishing attacks with a 

face-to-face or video chat to con-

firm any password change request 

they receive. Or employees can use 

a third party messaging service 

like Slack, Skype, or Google Chat to 

validate information requests via 

email.
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What is it?
A software that securely holds the passwords for all employee and business accounts. 
Corporate password managers often have desktop apps and browser access that autofill 
usernames and passwords for sites they recognize. This software often facilitates the genera-
tion and storage of secure passwords with random letters, numbers, and symbols. 

How does it protect your data? 
Corporate password managers only require users to remember a single main password that 
grants the user access to all of the stored passwords. The tools also let users securely share 
passwords. Because the company owns the password software license, it can cut off access 
or change passwords to sensitive company software for offboarded employees. This reduces 
the number of security breaches from unsecure practices like writing down passwords, sending 
them via unsecure channels like email, or storing them in a text file on the computer. 

Do This: 
Review the corporate password manager software that meets your needs. Some of these ac-
counts can log how often your employees use the tools, while others build a secure wall around 
individual accounts. You’ll also want to check that your password manager of choice has some 
built in security features like MFA and encryption. Once you’ve made your choice, buy a software 
seat for every member of your team and enforce the tool’s use. Consider running a compa-
ny-wide training to boost adoption.

Solid password manager software options:
• LastPass
• 1Password
• Dashlane
• Keeper
• ManageEngine
• BeyondTrust

Corporate password manager

Want help choosing a password 
management software for your company? 

Let us do the research for you. Call 
877.822.9526 for a free list of software 
that matches your needs.
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What are they?
Office data security protocols are rules that your company puts into place that dictate 
how customer and employee data are handled within the office. These rules might 
outline when employees can and cannot print sensitive customer or account infor-
mation, whether employees can move data out of company databases via email or 
USB drives, how employees deal with email requests for data, and other ways that 
employees might expose information. 

How do they protect your data?
While we usually think of digital security 
requiring software or encryption to protect 
your data, the parts of your company that 
are most vulnerable to attack are the hu-
mans. Your office data security protocols 
should include shredding physical documents, how to recognize and manage email 
phishing attacks, and rules for handling sensitive information outside of the office.

Do This: 
Every office works differently, so you should build an office security protocol based on 
the type of work you do. Here are some items to get you started:
• Password protect all computers and mobile devices
• Lock your computer when you walk away, even for a second
• Don’t print out customer information
• Shred personally identifying documents
• Use code words to mask the names of sensitive clients or accounts
• Digitize as much as possible and keep in secure digital file storage with encryption 

at rest and in transit. Keep paper copies in a secure, locked storage space.
Once you decide which actions you need to secure your company data, document 
them, publish them, and enforce them. Remind your workforce that everyone is re-
sponsible for data security, and that they should support their colleagues in security, 
too. Think about identifying a security officer who documents and investigates unsafe 
practices. 

Office data security protocols

quote-left

quote-right

The parts of your company that 
are most vulnerable to attack 
are the humans.
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How do they protect your data? 
By enacting social engineering protocols, your 
employees safeguard the physical computers, 
papers, and mobile devices that could expose 
company information. Many employees think 
they’re not susceptible to attacks because they 
don’t handle high-security data, or they don’t 
consider themselves important enough to need 
extra security precautions. They’re wrong. Ensure that all employees are trained and follow rules 
that govern how data is handled within the office and out in the world.

Do This: 
Just like your office security protocols, your social engineering protocols should reflect the culture 
of your business and office. Once you get your protocol in place, call on employees to support one 
another in building a culture of compliance and reward or recognize those who go out of their way 
to keep data safe. Here are some sample rules to include in your social engineering protocol:
• Don’t wear office ID tags outside of the office
• Wear office ID tags at all times inside the office
• Printed customer data should not leave the office
• Mobile phones, tablets, and computers that access company data must be secured with a 

passcode
• Secondary validation for data requests via email, chat, or other digital methods (face-to-face 

meeting, video call, validation in secure chat)
• Report suspicious emails to IT, or use secondary validation before responding

quote-left

quote-right

Once you get your protocol in 
place, call on employees to 
support one another in building 
a culture of compliance and 
reward or recognize those who 
go out of their way to keep data 
safe.

What is it?
Social engineering is when cyber criminals target one or more employees in the real world to gain 
access to company data via unsecured networks, email phishing, or theft of physical property. By 
gaining access to a single employee’s computer or password, the criminal can then tunnel into 
protected databases or apps.

Social engineering protocols
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What are they?
Termination and offboarding protocols govern how access to company data is secured when an 
employee leaves a company. This includes deleting or turning off access to individual accounts, 
changing passwords, deleting apps from personal and company computers or mobile devices, 
and handing over sensitive documents. 

Termination & offboarding protocols

How do they protect your data? 
Even employees who leave amicably could put company information at risk. While most former 
employees won’t actively give away company secrets as retribution for termination, they can inad-
vertently expose information they didn’t know was left on their devices. 

Do This: 
Make an offboarding checklist that includes all possible employee accounts and complete the 
checklist at every offboarding. You can simplify this process with a corporate password manager. 
Consider including these items on your checklist:
• Employee logs out of all accounts on company hardware which is then checked by and left 

with a member of the IT department or HR
• Employee logs out of all company accounts on personal devices in the presence of offboarding 

staff
• Employee shreds any non-vital company documents or hands over vital documents before 

offboarding meeting
• Offboarding staff member turns off access to email, password manager, and company ac-

counts during offboarding meeting.
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What is it?
The principle of least privilege (PoLP) states that users and applications should only have access 
to applications and accounts that are critical to the types of work they need to do. For example, 
the accountant doesn’t need edit access to the CRM, and the sales executive doesn’t need access 
to pay invoices within the financial applications. 

The PoLP also states that within a single application, different types of users should have access 
to only those actions necessary for their job, restricting access to secure information, making new 
users, or editing accounts.

Principle of least privilege

How does it protect your data? 
The principle of least privilege protects your accounts by restricting access to unnecessary data. 
While some members of the team should have access to all parts of all applications—the CEO and 
the head of IT security are two such people—the PoLP helps to limit the access a cybercriminal 
might gain through social engineering or other vulnerabilities in the system. 

Do This: 
As your company grows and your employees stop wearing as many hats, it’s vital that your team 
checks access levels to tools regularly. Audit the tools each of your departments use at least once 
a year and take advantage of that time to reduce subscriptions to their lowest user counts, audit 
privileges within those accounts, and disconnect software that’s no longer used.  
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CHOOSING THE BEST 
SECURITY SOFTWARE

Everyone at your company is responsible for keeping company secrets a 
secret. By making secure data practices part of the daily work, you make 
work easier for employees and save your company from the costly results 
of data breaches. 

Choosing the best security software for your business doesn’t have to 
be scary or confusing. Let us help you find the right software for your 
company’s needs. In just 5 minutes, Technology Advisors can give you 
a free, unbiased short list of the best products according to the require-
ments you provide. 

Visit TechnologyAdvice.com/security-software/ 
for a detailed list of products for all types of  
IT, password, and company security software.

Ready to talk  
about your options? 

Call one of our Technology Advisors  
today for a free, 5-minute consultation at  

877-822-9526
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